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Compressed natural gas has slowly turned out to be one of the most feasible fuel options of these
days. It has been used as fuel in a lot of households for relatively a few numbers of years currently;
however, its use was limited to the households only. With the passage of time, it has gradually
emerged to be a most important fuel option in a number of other sectors consisting of transportation,
production industry as well as related commercial sectors. The cng conversion kitscng conversion
kits have their own sets of advantages as well as disadvantages of their own. Take a look at a few
of them listed below.

Advantages: -

It is considerably less expensive as compared to gasoline. It costs as low as 1/3rd of the cost of
gasoline on an average which makes it easier for individuals to purchase and use them in their
vehicles.

The cngcng is much more eco-friendly as compared to gasoline in addition to other emissions. It
has a much smaller number of hydrocarbons in addition to detrimental emissions.

On combustion, it does no form the deposits of carbon that make the car engines a lot efficient and
cleaner. At the same time, life span of the catalytic convertors as well as spark plugs is augmented.
The oil changes get reduced because of absence of additional carbon residues.

It makes the engines of the cars to run quieter with a negligible engine noise.

Disadvantages: -

The cng tanks need a lot of additional storage space in the trunk, behind the back seat of cars or
trunk beds. The cylinder is as well extremely heavy though; the fuel itself is very lightweight
furthermore makes up for the intense weight of the engines to some extent.

Presently, the cng filling stations are a bit imperfect that makes refilling a complex task. Though,
with increasing demand, new stations are anticipated to come up quite soon.
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For more information on a cng, check out the info available online; these will help you learn to find
the a cng conversion kits!
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